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ABSTRACT

Recent studies report varying levels of voluntary ethanol consumption by rodents maintained on 

different commercially available diets.  Here, we compared the impact of the Envigo 2920X 

extruded diet used in our lab with an isocalorically equivalent PicoLab 5LOD pelleted diet used in 

recent alcohol consumption studies.  Long-Evans rat dams maintained on 5LOD diet consumed 

35% more ethanol during the daily four-hour drinking sessions compared to dams on 2920X diet.  

This difference did not affect litter size.  However, rat dams consuming 5LOD diet gained 

significantly less weight during pregnancy, but pup birth weight was significantly higher.  

Cumulative ethanol consumption was not different between diets during the first two hours of a 

daily four-hour drinking session, but was significantly increased for 5LOD rats at the end of the 

third and fourth hours.  The mean serum ethanol concentration in 5LOD dams after the first two 

hours of drinking was 42.0 + 3.0 mg/dL, significantly greater than the 21.8 + 3.0 mg/dL in 2920X 

dams.  Further, ethanol consumption at the two-hour blood sampling time point was more variable 

in 2920X dams compared to 5LOD dams.  An in vitro analysis mixing each powdered diet with 

5% ethanol in acidified saline revealed that a 2920X diet suspension adsorbed more aqueous 

medium than 5LOD diet suspension.  Total ethanol recovery from the aqueous phase of the 5LOD 

mixture was nearly twice the amount recovered from the 2920X mixture.  We conclude that the 

extrusion process used to manufacture 2920X diet expands more in aqueous medium than 5LOD 

diet, increasing the adsorption of water and ethanol.  This, in turn, reduces or delays the amount 

of ethanol available for gastric absorption, thus decreasing serum ethanol concentration to a 

greater extent than would be predicted from ethanol consumption data.

Keywords:  Ethanol Consumption, Prenatal Alcohol Exposure, Rodent Diet
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INTRODUCTION

It is well established that differences in genetic strains (Eriksson & Pikkarainen, 1968), breeding 

stocks (Li & Lumeng, 1984) and different laboratory rodent suppliers (Anthony et al., 2010) can 

affect outcome measures in preclinical studies of alcoholism or Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder 

(FASD).  Further, a multitude of environmental factors associated with housing laboratory rodents 

can also affect outcome measures (Castelhano-Carlos & Baumans, 2009; Kurtz & Feeney, 2020).  

Within the alcohol research field, recent studies indicate that one important factor contributing to 

variable amounts of voluntary ethanol consumption is the type of commercially available diet used 

to maintain mice (Marshall et al.,2015; Quadir et al., 2020; Maphis, Huffman & Linsenbardt, 2022) 

or rats (Wang, Feltham, Eskin & Suh, 2021).  Variations in voluntary ethanol consumption is a 

particular concern as it can produce a wider range of peak serum ethanol concentrations leading 

to greater variation in some outcome measures, potentially confounding the interpretation of data 

sets within a laboratory, as well as across different laboratories employing different rodent diets.

The amount of isoflavones present in soy products in some nutritionally adequate commercially 

available diet mixtures has received some attention as one potential factor contributing to 

variations in voluntary ethanol consumption.  Marshall and colleagues (2015) reported that mice 

maintained on one of two diets with relatively low isoflavone levels consumed about one-third less 

ethanol than mice maintained on one of four other diets containing moderate to high levels of 

isoflavones.  However, a recent meta-analysis by Eduardo & Abrahao (2022) indicated modest 

correlations between diet isoflavone levels and ethanol consumption, with opposite effects in mice 

compared to rats.  Thus, the impact of isoflavone levels on ethanol consumption remains 

somewhat unclear at present.

Another likely factor affecting ethanol consumption in the study by Marshall and colleagues (2015) 

related to how diet pellets are manufactured.  Specifically, mice maintained on a H2918 (Teklad 

2918) diet drank about 50% more ethanol than mice maintained on a H2920 (Teklad 2920) diet.  
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Aside from differences in isoflavone content, the only other salient difference between these two 

diets was the fact that H2918 is a pelleted diet whereas the H2920 diet is an extruded diet.  Very 

recently, Maphis and colleagues (2022) confirmed that mice voluntarily consume one-third less 

ethanol when maintained on a Teklad 2920 extruded diet compared to a PicoLab 5001 pelleted 

diet.  As described by Kurtz & Feeney (2020), the diet components in “pelleted” diets are prepared 

by compressing the mixture into a metal die using a relatively lower level of steam and pressure.  

In contrast, the diet components in “extruded” diets are usually ground finer than pelleted diet 

components, the mixture subjected to higher temperatures and then the superheated mixture 

subjected to extremely high pressure before extruding it through a die.  Once extruded and, after 

the form returns to ambient temperature and pressure, water trapped in the diet evaporates and 

the form expands leaving air pockets in a less dense form.  At present, how these differences in 

diet preparation might affect voluntary ethanol consumption is unclear.  

All of the work to date comparing the impact of extruded versus pelleted diets has focused on the 

effects of repeated ethanol consumption using various models examining the effects of rodent 

diet on drinking behavior by adult rodents (Marshall, Rinker, Harrison, Herfel & Thiele, 2015; 

Maphis, Huffman & Linsenbardt, 2022).  To date, the question of whether pelleted versus extruded 

diets affect ethanol consumption by rat dams and offspring outcome measures has not been 

addressed.  In the present study, we compared the effects of the extruded Teklad 2920X diet, 

that our rat dams have been maintained on in recent years, against the pelleted PicoLab 5LOD 

diet reported recently to provide higher levels of ethanol consumption in non-pregnant mice 

(Quadir et al., 2020; Maphis, Huffman & Linsenbardt, 2022).  We predicted that the rat dams 

maintained on the 5LOD diet would consume more ethanol on a daily basis, resulting in 

correspondingly higher serum ethanol concentrations during the four-hour drinking session.  

MATERIALS & METHODS
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Subjects.  The University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center (UNM HSC) Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee approved all of the procedures involving the use of live rats.  All 

experiments were in compliance with the ARRIVE guidelines.  The Long-Evans rats used in these 

studies were purchased from Envigo Corporation (Indianapolis, IN, USA) where they are 

maintained on Teklad Global Rodent Diet 2018S (Envigo) while at the production facility.  Upon 

arrival at the UNM HSC Animal Resource Facility, the rats were single housed at 22 °C on a 

reverse 12-hour dark / 12-hour light schedule (lights on from 2100 to 0900 hours) and provided 

food and tap water ad libitum.  Rats were placed either on Teklad Global 2920X Soy protein free 

rodent diet (Envigo) or PMI Picolab 5LOD laboratory rodent diet (LabDiet Incorporated, St Louis, 

MO, USA).  Table 1 provides the composition of the 2920X and the 5LOD diets, according to the 

information provided by the manufacturers. 

Moderate Prenatal Ethanol Exposure Paradigm.  The breeding and prenatal alcohol exposure 

(PAE) procedures employed here were the same as described previously (Davies et al., 2019).  

After one-week of acclimation to the animal facility, including the new diets, all female breeders 

were allowed to drink 5% ethanol in 0.066% saccharin in tap water for four hours each day from 

1000 to 1400 hours.  Daily four-hour ethanol consumption was monitored for at least two weeks 

and after which the mean daily ethanol consumption determined for each female.  Then, the 

females were assigned to either a saccharin control or 5% ethanol drinking group and matched 

such that the mean pre-pregnancy ethanol consumption by each group was similar.  

Subsequently, females were placed with proven male breeders until pregnant, as indicated by the 

presence of a vaginal plug.  Female rats did not consume ethanol during the breeding procedure, 

which averaged about 1.5 days in length.

Beginning on Gestational Day 1 (GD1), rat dams were provided saccharin water containing either 

0% or 5% ethanol for four hours each day, from 1000 to 1400 hours.  The volume of saccharin 

water provided to the control group was matched to the mean volume of 5% ethanol in saccharin 
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water consumed by the ethanol prenatal treatment group.  Daily four-hour ethanol consumption 

was recorded for each dam through GD21, after which ethanol consumption was discontinued.  

At birth, the number of live births was recorded and the pups weighed.  Offspring were weaned 

at 24 days of age, at which time the numbers of each sex was confirmed.

Ethanol Consumption Pattern and Serum Ethanol Levels Study.  An additional set of 18 pairs 

of female rats maintained either on the 2920X or the 5LOD diet were allocated for a more detailed 

examination of their ethanol consumption patterns during their pre-pregnancy drinking phase.  

These rats were maintained as described above except that on Days 10, 11 and 12 of pre-

pregnancy drinking, the amount of 5% ethanol consumed by each rat was determined hourly from 

1000 to 1400 hours and the mean cumulative ethanol consumption each hour was determined 

for each diet group.  Subsequently, these females were placed with proven male breeders until 

pregnant.  Once pregnant, the dams were placed back on the standard four-hours-a-day 5% 

ethanol drinking sessions.  On either Gestational Day 15, 16 or 17, two hours after the introduction 

of the drinking tubes, ethanol consumption was noted and then the rat dam briefly anesthetized 

with isoflurane and a 350 µl blood sample drawn from the nicked tail vein into SAFE-T-FILL® 

capillary blood collection tubes (RAM Scientific Inc., Nashville, TN, USA).  After collection of the 

tail vein sample, the rat dam was immediately decapitated and trunk blood collected in 

heparinized collection tubes.  A 200 µL aliquot of each tail and trunk blood samples were 

transferred to centrifuge tubes, centrifuged at maximum speed for 5 min at 4 ºC (Model 5453, 

Eppendorf US, Enfield, CA, USA).  The supernatant was removed and stored at -20 ºC until assay 

for serum ethanol using an AM1 Alcohol Analyzer (Analox Instruments, Stourbridge UK).

In vitro study of ethanol recovery from aqueous suspensions of rodent diet.  Quadruplicate 

two-gram quantities of the 2920X and 5LOD diet were ground into powder using a mortar and 

pestle and then transferred to 15 mL graduated polypropylene conical centrifuge tubes.  The 

powders were mixed with 8.0 mL of acidified 0.9% NaCl (pH 4.0) containing 5% ethanol in 0.066% 
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saccharin water.  After vortexing, the mixtures were incubated at 37 ºC for 30 min in a shaker 

water bath with occasional vortexing.  At the end of the incubation, the diet suspensions were 

allowed to stand for ten minutes and then the volume of settled suspension measured.  

Subsequently, the test tubes were centrifuged at 3000 x g for 10 min, the volume of packed diet 

suspension measured, and then a 1.5 mL aliquot of supernatant was centrifuged at 13,000g for 

20 min.  A 500 µL aliquot of this supernatant was removed and stored at -20 ºC until the ethanol 

concentration was determined using the AM1 Alcohol Analyzer, as described above.

Statistical Procedures.  All statistical procedures and graphical illustrations were performed 

using SigmaPlot® 11 (Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA, USA).  All data are expressed as the 

mean + SEM with a p value < 0.05 deemed as statistically significant.  Two-way repeated 

measures ANOVAs were used to test for differences in daily ethanol consumption (Figure 1A) 

and cumulative hourly ethanol consumption (Figure 2).  A two-way ANOVA was used to assess 

maternal weight gain, litter size and pup birth weights (Figures 1C - 1E) and tail vein versus trunk 

serum ethanol concentrations (Figure 3).  A Student’s two-tailed t-test was used to compare 

overall ethanol consumption (Figure 1B), supernatant volume, ethanol concentration and total 

ethanol recovery (Figures 5C - 5E).  Range and degree of skewness was computed for the plots 

of ethanol consumption and serum ethanol concentration by blood sample source (Figure 4). 

RESULTS

Rat Dam Ethanol Consumption and Offspring Outcome Measures.  The impact of the 2920X 

and 5LOD diets on daily four-hour ethanol consumption by rat dams and on outcome measures 

is summarized in Figure 1.  Ethanol consumption by rat dams maintained on the 5LOD diet was 

consistently higher throughout pregnancy (Figure 1A).  A two-way repeated measures ANOVA 

indicated no effect of gestational day, but a highly significant effect of diet on ethanol consumption.  

Overall ethanol consumption, averaged over the twenty-one days of gestation, indicated a mean 
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ethanol consumption of 1.68 + 0.04 g/kg body weight by 2920X-consuming dams and 2.27 + 0.05 

grams/kg body weight by 5LOD-consuming dams, a 35% increase above the quantity consumed 

by 2920X dams (Figure 1B).  Maternal weight gain during pregnancy, expressed as the 

percentage increase in weight gain from the confirmation of pregnancy until gestational term, was 

decreased by 13.7% in 5LOD rat dams compared to 2920X dams, whereas ethanol consumption 

did not affect maternal weight gain compared to saccharin control (Figure 1C).  Litter size was not 

affected by either diet or ethanol exposure (Figure 1D).  However, mean pup birth weight was 

increased by 9.23% for offspring of 5LOD dams compared to 2920X dams (Figure 1E).  No pup 

mortality to Postnatal Day 2 was observed among any of the diet by prenatal exposure conditions 

and the sex ratios of male to female offspring were not different among treatment groups (data 

not shown).  

Hourly Ethanol Consumption Patterns.  The question of why female rats maintained on the 

5LOD diet drank more ethanol during a daily four-hour drinking session than 2920X rats was 

examined in more detail using a separate set of female rats maintained on the two diets.  After 

two weeks of acclimation to daily four-hour consumption of 5% ethanol, ethanol consumption was 

measured at hourly intervals over the four-hour drinking session.  Figure 2 illustrates the 

cumulative ethanol consumption data, plotted as a function of time after introduction of the 

drinking tubes.  The numbers associated with each data point on the graph are the ethanol 

consumption during the previous one-hour interval of time.  The interval data indicates that rats 

of both diets consumed more ethanol during the first hour of drinking than in subsequent hours.  

In both groups, the consumption was roughly linear during the second through the fourth hours.  

A repeated measures two-way ANOVA of the cumulative ethanol consumption data revealed a 

significant interaction between diet and time after the introduction of the drinking tubes.  

Subsequent post-hoc testing indicated no differences between diets in cumulative ethanol 

consumption during the first or second hours, but significant reduction in cumulative ethanol 
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consumption at the end of the third and fourth hours for rats consuming the 2920X diet.  These 

results indicate that the overall reduction in four-hour drinking by rats on the 2920X diet (Figure 

1B) is due primarily to a reduction in ethanol consumption during the third and fourth hours.  

Maternal Serum Ethanol Concentration.  Subsequently, these same female rats were bred and 

blood samples collected either on Gestational Days 15, 16 or 17.  The two-hour time point after 

the introduction of the drinking tubes was selected for blood sampling because, at this time point, 

ethanol consumption was not different between the two diet groups (Figure 2) and this window of 

time was likely to yield a near-peak serum ethanol concentration in dams from both diet groups.  

At the two-hour time-point, the ethanol consumption was noted for each dam and then blood 

samples were collected for serum ethanol measurements.  Figure 3 illustrates the serum ethanol 

data collected from the tail vein and from trunk blood of dams on the two diets.  A two-way ANOVA 

revealed no effect of the blood sample source (tail vein versus trunk blood) but a highly significant 

effect of diet on the resulting serum ethanol concentrations.  Combining the tail vein and trunk 

blood measurements for each dam, the mean serum ethanol concentration in 2920X dams was 

21.8 + 3.0 mg /dL compared to 42.0 + 3.0 mg / dL in 5LOD dams, a 92.7% increase above the 

serum ethanol concentration in 2920X dams.  

In addition to comparing serum ethanol concentration of dams on the two diets, ethanol 

consumption for each dam at the blood sample collection time was plotted against the resulting 

serum ethanol concentrations for each blood sample source (Figure 4).  For both diets, a relatively 

wide range of serum ethanol concentrations was observed at the two-hour sample collection time 

point.  However, while the range of serum ethanol data was similar for the two diets and the blood 

sampling sources, the skewness of the serum ethanol data was higher in trunk blood (1.40) and 

tail vein (1.13) samples from the 2920X dams compared to trunk blood (0.76) and tail vein (0.98) 

samples from the 5LOD dams.  More notably, the range of ethanol consumption data for 2920X 

dams at the two-hour blood sampling time point was more than twice the range of values in the 
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5LOD dams, and the degree of skewness in the ethanol consumption data from the 2920X dams 

(1.31) was much higher than in 5LOD dams (-0.31).  

Ethanol Recovery from Diet Suspensions.  The disproportionately higher serum ethanol 

concentrations relative to the increase in ethanol consumption observed in 5LOD dams compared 

to 2920X dams prompted an in vitro study of the two rodent diets.  Two-gram quantities of 

powdered diet (the approximate amount consumed by adult rats per day) was mixed with 8.0 mL 

of 5% ethanol in acidified 0.9% NaCl solution to mimic a gastric environment.  After vigorous 

vortexing of the mixtures and incubating in a shaker water bath for thirty minutes, the mixtures 

were allowed to settle for ten minutes.  Figure 5A illustrates triplicate samples of the 15 mL test 

tubes containing the 2920X and 5LOD mixtures.  Nearly the entire volume of the 2920X mixture 

consisted of liquid adsorbed in the diet suspension.  In contrast, only about two-thirds of the 5LOD 

tube volume contained adsorbed liquid in the diet suspension.  After centrifugation of the mixtures, 

the packing density volume in the 5LOD tubes was about one-half of the packing density volume 

in the 2920X tubes (Figure 5B) and the resulting supernatant in the 5LOD tubes was twice the 

volume in the 2920X tubes (Figure 5C).  The ethanol concentration remaining in the supernatants, 

about 4.7%, was not different between diet mixtures (Figure 5D).  However, the total recovery of 

ethanol from the 5LOD tube supernatants was nearly twice the total ethanol recovered in the 

supernatants from the 2920X tubes (Figure 5E).

DISCUSSION

The salient observations in these experiments confirm previous studies reporting that rodents 

voluntarily consume more ethanol when maintained on a pelleted diet compared to an extruded 

diet.  The 35% increase by 5LOD rat dams is virtually the same outcome as observed using these 

same two diets in a recent chronic ethanol consumption study of C57BL/6 mice (Maphis, 

Huffman,& Linsenbardt, 2022) and it is qualitatively similar to earlier studies comparing pelleted 

versus extruded diets in mice (Marshall, Rinker, Harrison, Herfel & Thiele, 2015; Quadir et al., 
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2020).  In addition, our observation that the extruded diet expands in aqueous medium to a greater 

extent than the pelleted diet (Figure 5A) provides the first evidence suggesting that more water 

and ethanol are physically adsorbed when mixed with the 2920X diet (Figure 5), thus reducing 

and/or delaying gastric absorption of ethanol into the bloodstream.  We speculate that greater 

adsorption of ethanol by the 2920X diet in aqueous suspension may be one factor contributing to 

the disproportionately greater reduction in serum ethanol concentration (Figure 3) compared to 

the amount of ethanol consumed (Figure 1B) by rat dams maintained on the 2920X diet.  While 

we cannot rule out that variations in diet composition contributed some alteration in the amount 

and/or patterns of voluntary ethanol consumption, the fact that the extruded diet adsorbed nearly 

twice as much ethanol as the pelleted diet (Figure 5E) is likely to be a prominent factor underlying 

the differences in serum ethanol concentration observed in our study.

Greater expansion of the 2920X diet in aqueous suspension (Figure 5A) may have contributed 

also to the differences in voluntary ethanol consumption during the daily four-hour drinking period.  

The diet-based differences in cumulative ethanol consumption occur primarily during the last two 

hours of the four-hour drinking session (Figure 2).  One putative explanation for this “drop off” in 

ethanol consumption by 2920X rats may relate to greater expansion of the 2920X diet suspension 

in the stomach compared to the 5LOD diet rats, contributing to a greater sense of satiety in 2920X 

rats, slowing continued food and water consumption during the third and fourth hour of the ethanol 

drinking session.  However, even if aqueous expansion of the 2920X diet altered the pattern of 

food consumption during ethanol drinking session, it is unlikely that it affected overall nutrition as 

the 2920X dams actually gained slightly more weight during pregnancy than the 5LOD dams 

(Figure 1C).

Another factor, given the physical properties of the two diets in aqueous suspension, is the 

likelihood that individual rats consumed variable amounts of food prior to and during the four-hour 

drinking session.  As nocturnal animals, rodents normally consume most of their food during the 
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early portions of the dark cycle (Schibler, Ripperger & Brown, 2003; Strubbe & Woods, 2004).  As 

the lights in our rat room turn off one hour before the introduction of drinking tubes, it is reasonable 

to speculate that individual rats have variable amounts of partially digested food in their stomachs 

at the onset and during the four-hour ethanol drinking session.  The greater adsorption of food 

and water by the 2920X diet coupled with variable amounts of partially digested food may have 

contributed to the wider range of ethanol consumption two hours after the introduction of the 

drinking tubes (Figure 4). 

One additional pharmacokinetic factor contributing to the disproportionately lower serum ethanol 

concentrations (Figure 3) relative to the amount of ethanol consumption by 2920X dams (Figure 

1B) is concurrent ethanol metabolism.  We did not measure ethanol metabolism in our rats as 

part of this study.  However, a prior study with these same two diets (Maphis, Huffman & 

Linsenbardt, 2022) suggested no diet-based differences in the rate of ethanol metabolism.  The 

hourly interval drinking data illustrated in Figure 2 indicates that ethanol consumption dropped off 

with both diets after the first hour, but then remained fairly stable within diet over the remaining 

three hours.  Jeanblanc and colleagues (2019) reported that rats metabolize about 300 grams of 

ethanol / kg body weight / hour.  The female rats used in our hourly ethanol consumption study 

weighed an average of 190 grams during this portion of the study, suggesting their metabolic 

capacity would be about 57 grams of ethanol per hour.  Figure 2 illustrates that only during the 

first hour after drinking tube introduction did rats on either diet consume more than 57 grams of 

ethanol.  Subsequently, hourly ethanol consumption was lower on both diets.  Rats on the 5LOD 

diet stayed close to “breaking even” in terms of continued ethanol consumption versus concurrent 

metabolism.  However, the female rats on the 2920X diet were consuming only about half of their 

metabolic capacity for ethanol, suggesting that their serum ethanol concentrations would likely be 

declining after the second hour.  Thus, another contributing factor leading to lower serum ethanol 

levels in 2920X rats is the possibility that the rate of ethanol metabolism over the last three hours 
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of the drinking session exceeded the rate of ethanol consumption.  This interpretation also implies 

that while the 5LOD rats drank significantly more ethanol than 2920X rats over the last two hours 

(Figure 2), it is unlikely that this added consumption produced substantially higher serum ethanol 

concentrations later on in the four-hour drinking session.  Indeed, the serum ethanol concentration 

may have been similar or possibly lower than that level captured at the two-hour time point.

Taken together, the variable influences of physical adsorption and amount of diet consumed, 

along with ethanol metabolism over the course of a drinking session, limit the utility of ethanol 

consumption data for accurately predicting serum ethanol concentration at any given point in time 

and makes the prospect of “capturing” a peak serum ethanol concentration in voluntary drinking 

paradigms problematic.  Given the hourly consumption data in shown Figure 2 and the issue of 

concurrent ethanol metabolism discussed above, we estimated that collecting blood samples two 

hours into the drinking session was a reasonable choice for approaching a peak serum ethanol 

level.  However, some day-to-day variation in ethanol consumption exists for a given rat dam.  

Thus, in an attempt to minimize some of the intra-dam variation in serum ethanol concentration 

data, rat dams were selected for blood collection at the two-hour time point only if they had 

consumed >80% of their mean four-hour consumption data that day, based on their drinking 

history over the previous two weeks.  In spite of this selection criterion, there remained a relatively 

wide range of serum ethanol concentrations for both diets used in this study (Figure 4).  This 

challenge highlights the importance of providing details about diet, ethanol concentration and 

exposure paradigm when characterizing a new or modified ethanol consumption paradigm and, 

in particular, when there have been modifications to diet or when a new strain and stock of 

laboratory rodent are employed in an ethanol consumption / exposure paradigm.

Aside from the impact of different diets on voluntary ethanol consumption and serum ethanol 

levels, another consideration is whether the diets affected pregnancy outcome measures in 

unexposed control or ethanol-exposed offspring.  In contrast to heavy prenatal ethanol exposure 
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where both rat dam weight gain and pup birthweight can be reduced significantly, we have never 

observed an effect of moderate prenatal ethanol exposure on maternal weight gain, litter size or 

offspring birth weight (Savage et al., 2010; Davies et al., 2019).  These observations were 

confirmed in the current study when comparing the effect prenatal ethanol exposure within a given 

diet (Figures 1C-1E).  However, when comparing between these two “isocalorically-equivalent” 

diets, the 2920X rat dams gained slightly, but significantly greater weight during pregnancy than 

5LOD dams (Figure 1C).  The increased weight gain during pregnancy did not affect litter size 

(Figure 1D).  However, mean pup birth weight was slightly, but significantly higher in 5LOD 

offspring (Figure 1E).  These results are similar to a study of Wistar rat dams by Cao et al., 2015, 

comparing two isocalorically equivalent diets of nearly identical composition, but whose salient 

difference was the isoflavone content in the two diets.  Rat dams consuming a diet containing 400 

mg/kg of isoflavones gained less weight, but produced heavier pups at Postnatal Day 10 

compared to dams that consumed a low-isoflavone Teklad 2020 diet.  While the mechanisms by 

which endocrinologically-active isoflavone components produce weight changes in dams and 

their offspring is not clear, the results suggest that isoflavones influence a shifting of resources 

from the dam to the offspring leading to heavier birth weights.  This speculation is consistent with 

the Barker Hypothesis (1997) or “thrifty phenotype” which posits that environmental factors can 

induce changes in fetal programming making offspring more efficient at scavenging calories and 

nutrients, but also putting them at higher risk for metabolic disorders later in life.  This diet-based 

effect may be compounded in the presence of prenatal ethanol exposure, which has also been 

associated with a higher incidence of metabolic disorders in both rodents (Ting & Lautt, 2006; 

Weinberg, Sliwowska, Lan & Hellemans, 2008) and humans (de la Monte & Wands, 2010; Asiedu, 

Nyakudya, Lembede & Chivandi, 2021).

One important question that remains to be systematically investigated is whether the differences 

in diet preparation affect more sensitive measures of physiological function or behavior in prenatal 
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ethanol-exposed offspring.  Our original reports of PAE-induced deficits in dentate gyrus synaptic 

plasticity (Varaschin, Akers, Rosenberg, Hamilton & Savage, 2010) and hippocampal-sensitive 

learning (Savage et al., 2010) employed the same voluntary consumption paradigm employed in 

the current study.  However, the rat dams and offspring in these studies were maintained on a 

pelleted Teklad 2918 diet.  When the supply of Teklad 2918 became temporarily limited , some 

animal resource facilities switched to the extruded Teklad 2920X diet.  As the two diets have 

almost identical compositions, this seemed a reasonable modification at the time.  Further, while 

2920X diet was more expensive to purchase, it was more cost-effective to use because rodents 

tended to waste less diet.  A greater proportion of pelleted diets end up on cage flooring, 

exacerbating the adverse effects of accumulated ammonia from urine (Levy, Flores, Garcia, Craig 

& Jensen, 2018), best managed by more frequent bedding changes and/or more absorbent 

bedding, either of which increases maintenance costs.

What was not anticipated when the diet was changed was the impact of different rodent diets on 

voluntary ethanol consumption.  While a reduction in ethanol consumption was first observed by 

Marshall and colleagues in 2015, only very recently has it become apparent that the serum 

ethanol concentrations achieved with rodents maintained on extruded diets is substantially lower 

than what would be predicted based on the amount of ethanol consumed (Maphis, Huffman & 

Linsenbardt, 2022; Figure 3).  The impact of the extruded 2920X diet on PAE outcome measures 

we originally reported using the pelleted 2918 diet is unclear at present.  Recent studies in our 

lab employing dams and their offspring on the 2920X diet have yielded smaller and more variable 

PAE-induced deficits in synaptic plasticity and learning (unpublished observations).  Whether 

more modest PAE-induced deficits in functional measures are due to substantially lower serum 

ethanol concentrations when rat dams are maintained on 2920X diet is the subject of an ongoing 

evaluation.  Clearly, the results of this current study comparing an extruded diet versus a pelleted 
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diet indicate the critical importance of understanding the impact of different rodent diets on 

offspring outcome measures.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

FIGURE 1

Effects of 2920X and 5LOD diets on rat dam ethanol consumption and offspring outcome 

measures.  1A:  Daily ethanol consumption by gestational day.  Data points represent the mean 

+ SEM grams of ethanol consumed / kg body weight of sixty-one 2920X dams (open circles) or 

seventy-four 5LOD dams (filled circles).  A two-way analysis of variance revealed a significant 

effect of diet (F 1, 2570 = 689, p < 0.001) and a significant effect of gestational day (F 20, 2570 = 

12.9, p < 0.001), but no significant interaction between diet and gestational day (F 20, 2570 = 

1.40, p = 0.111).  The asterisk denotes significantly greater ethanol consumption by 5LOD dams 

each day throughout gestation compared to 2920X dams (Holm-Sidak post-hoc test: t = 26.3, p 

< 0.001).  1B:  Rat dam daily ethanol consumption averaged throughout gestation for each dam.  

Data bars represent the mean + SEM grams of ethanol consumed / kg body weight of sixty-one 

2920X dams (white bar) or seventy-five 5LOD dams (black bar).  The asterisk denotes 

significantly greater ethanol consumption throughout gestation by 5LOD dams compared to 

2920X dams (Student’s two-tailed t-test: t = -9.16, p < 0.001).  1C:  Maternal weight gain during 

pregnancy, expressed as a percentage increase above weight at breeding.  Data bars represent 

the mean + SEM percent change in weight of thirty-eight saccharin control 2920X dams (white 

bar), thirty-seven 5% ethanol 2920X dams (light gray bar) , forty-seven saccharin control 5LOD 

dams (medium gray bar) and thirty-nine 5% ethanol 5LOD dams (black bar).  A two-way repeated 

measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect of diet consumed (F 1,160 = 23.8) with no 

significant effect of prenatal exposure group (F 1,160 = 0.600, p = 0.440) and no significant 

interaction between diet and prenatal exposure group (F 1,160 = 0.344, p = 0.558).  The asterisk 

denotes a significantly lower increase in maternal weight gain during pregnancy by the 5LOD 

dams compared to the 2920X dams (Holm-Sidak post-hoc test, t = 4.88, p < 0.001).  1D:  Offspring 

litter size, expressed as the number of live births per litter.  Data bars represent the mean + SEM 
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number of live births per litter from thirty-eight control 2920X dams (white bars), thirty-seven 5% 

ethanol 2920X dams (light gray bars) , forty-seven control 5LOD dams (medium gray bars) and 

thirty-nine 5% ethanol 5LOD dams (black bars).  A two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed 

no significant effect of diet consumed (F 1,160 = 0.595, p = 0.442), prenatal exposure group (F 

1,160 = 0.694, p = 0.406) or significant interaction between diet and prenatal exposure groups (F 

1,160 = 3.60, p = 0.059).  1E:  Offspring birth weight, expressed as grams.  Data bars represent 

the mean + SEM mean pup birth weights from thirty-eight control 2920X dams (white bars), thirty-

seven 5% ethanol 2920X dams (light gray bars), forty-seven control 5LOD dams (medium gray 

bars) and thirty-nine 5% ethanol 5LOD dams (black bars).  A two-way repeated measures ANOVA 

revealed a significant effect of diet consumed (F 1,160 = 11.2, p < 0.001), with no significant effect 

of prenatal exposure group (F 1,160 = 0.088, p = 0.767) and no significant interaction between 

diet and prenatal exposure group (F 1,160 = 0.203, p = 0.653).  The asterisk denotes significantly 

heavier offspring birth weight in 5LOD offspring compared to 2920X offspring (post-hoc Holm-

Sidak test:  t = 3.35, p < 0.001).

FIGURE 2

Impact of the 2920X and 5LOD diets on hourly ethanol consumption.   Data points represent 

the mean + SEM grams of ethanol consumed / Kg body weight of 18 pairs of female rats.  The 

numbers adjacent to each data point indicate the mean ethanol consumed, in grams / kg body 

weight, during the previous one-hour interval.  A two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a 

significant interaction between the cumulative amount of diet consumed and time since the 

introduction of the drinking tubes (F 3,143 = 4.07, p = 0.008).  A post-hoc Holm-Sidak test 

indicated no significant differences in cumulative ethanol consumption after one hour (t = 1.40, p 

= 0.163) or two hours (t = 1.79, p = 0.075), but significant increases, denoted by asterisks, in 

cumulative ethanol consumption for rats on the 5LOD diet compared to the 2920X diet after three 

hours (t = 3.78, p < 0.001) and four hours (t = 5.78, p < 0.001) of consumption.  
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FIGURE 3

Effects of 2920X and 5LOD diets on resulting serum ethanol concentrations.  Samples were 

collected sequentially from tail vein and trunk blood from rat dams 110 to 120 minutes after the 

introduction of drinking tubes on Gestational Day 15, 16 or 17.  Data bars represent the mean + 

SEM grams ethanol / dL in serum samples from eighteen 2920X dams or sixteen 5LOD diet dams.  

A two-way ANOVA revealed significant difference based on diet (F1,62 = 22.9, p < 0.001) with no 

significant effect of blood ethanol sample source (F1,62 = 0.31, p = 0.58).  Asterisks denote a 

significant increase in serum ethanol concentration in dams consuming the 5LOD diet compared 

to the 2920X diet (Holm-Sidak post-hoc multiple pairwise comparison test: t = 4.79; p < 0.001).  

FIGURE 4

Impact of the 2920X and 5LOD diets on the correlation between ethanol consumption and 

resulting serum ethanol concentrations.  Ethanol consumption was measured two hours after 

the introduction of drinking tubes, just prior to the collection of blood samples from trunk blood 

(4A and 4B) or tail vein samples (4C and 4D).  

FIGURE 5

Impact of the two diets on liquid adsorption and ethanol recovery from acidified saline 

suspensions.  5A:  Settled suspensions of 2920X diet (left triplicate of tubes) and 5LOD diet 

(right triplicate of tubes).  Arrows denote the diet suspension - aqueous interface.  5B:  Packing 

density after centrifugation of 2920X diet (left triplicate of tubes) and 5LOD diet suspensions (right 

triplicate of tubes).  Arrows denote the interface between the particulate fraction and the 

supernatant fraction.  5C:  Volume of supernatant in four samples of each diet suspension after 

centrifugation.  Data bars represent the mean + SEM volume of supernatant, expressed as a 

percent of the total mixture volume, from four samples of each diet.  Asterisk denotes that the 

5LOD supernatant volume was significantly greater than the 2920X volume (Student’s two-tailed 
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t-test: t = 22.9; p < 0.001).  5D:  Ethanol concentrations in the supernatants of the two diet 

suspensions.  Data bars represent the mean + SEM mg/dL of ethanol from four samples of each 

diet supernatant.  5E:  Total ethanol recovered from supernatant samples from each diet mixture.  

Data bars represent the mean + SEM of ethanol, expressed as a percentage of the total amount 

of ethanol added to the mixture, in four samples of each diet mixture.  The asterisk denotes 

significantly greater ethanol recovery from the 5LOD mixture compared to the 2920X mixture 

(Student’s two-tailed t-test:  t = -9.66; p < 0.001).
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